
Our growing company is looking to fill the role of senior sales executive. To join
our growing team, please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.

Responsibilities for senior sales executive

Contribute to market information and market intelligence in regards to
market share details, business/product development opportunities,
competitors or industry trends
Identify and engage stakeholders in the (AH Industry) Appliances and HVAC
Industry – Air Conditioner manufacturers, Refrigeration manufacturers,
Appliances & HVAC, R&D design centers
Generate sales for product certification- UL, IEC and in country standards in
ASEAN region, predominantly- Singapore, Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia,
Vietnam, Philippines
Acquire new customers, cross sell across Business Units to existing
customers, and save customers at risk
Make value propositions, handle objections, prepare quotes, and close sales
by getting prospects’ commitments
Meet revenue targets and work closely with Operations and Industry leaders
to achieve Corporate Revenue goals
You will identify market opportunities that develop and grow a strong sales
pipeline which will ensure annual targets are met
You will establish agreed short and long term account plans for new
customers to ensure prospective clients key requirements are being met thus
leading to increased revenue
You will establish and maintain contact with Pre-sales to ensure that sales
opportunities have the appropriate level of sales support resource
Focuses on customer satisfaction, account growth, expansion of services
provided, and sustaining customer loyalty for a group of complex and/or high
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Qualifications for senior sales executive

Be comfortable in an innovative, fast paced and entrepreneurial environment
Should have an intellectual curiosity of and proficiency with trading
algorithms and technologies
8+ years in consulting (including business development) or consultative sales,
focused primarily on Life Science
Deep knowledge of the Life Science industry, including detailed
understanding of basic processes common across the industry and regulatory
requirements
Has developed and implemented strategies for revenue growth that
capitalize on the unique nature of specific environments, leveraging partner
and other relationships creatively without being tied to a specific approach
Enterprise-wide thinker with proven ability to influence across a matrix
environment


